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Since its earliest days, Humankind has been captivated by
the unknown. Seeking the means to explore it, to uncover
its mysteries, and perhaps conquer it for themselves. The
romance and danger of deep-space exploration continue
to fascinate us, coalescing into the undeniable spirit of
adventure that calls to us all.
That spirit thrives in the Corsair, Drake’s steadfast new
explorer. Returning yet again to the well of concentrated
consumer outreach that produced the Vulture and Kraken,
our engineers and designers have built an expeditionfocused ship as dedicated as the people we conceived it for.
And in the process, we created another unyielding testament
to the will of the UEE and the empowering values of Drake.
Embrace this spirit with us as we set sail into the unknown.
You never know who the next Nick Croshaw might be. With
Drake at your side and the wind in your sails, it could be you…
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Are you among those that only feel truly at home
navigating the stars? For whom being planet-locked is
a fate worse than death?
Do you hear the songs of far-off galaxies, calling through
the steely silence of space, pulling you ever-forward
to systems uncharted and frontiers untamed? Do you
seek to embody the very spirit of adventure – the bold,
indomitable will of Humankind, dauntless in its relentless
pursuit of fortune, expansion, and knowledge?
If you do, the Corsair is your ship.
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You never know what threats may lie beyond the next
quantum jump. With an abundance of versatile weapon
mounts, port and starboard manned turrets, and enough
missiles to make even the hardiest pirate think twice, the
Corsair is more than capable of holding its own.
What else would you expect from a ship built for
the unexpected?
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The Corsair is built for the unknown and
excels at reconnaissance, extraction,
and delivery in the furthest and least
predictable reaches of space. Thanks to a
large hold capable of stowing a small vehicle
or massive amount of cargo and specially
designed asymmetric convertible wings,
the Corsair adapts gracefully to unfamiliar
atmospheres, combat situations, and hot
landing zones.
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Who says extended space travel has to be arduous and
uncomfortable? The roomy and functional cabin offers
exceptional comfort, whether you’re on an extended
mission or you call the Corsair home.
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Advanced personnel quarters include full kitchen/
washroom facilities and private berths.

A vast and versatile hold accommodates a groundexploration vehicle (not included) or up to 72 SCU in cargo.

Take exploration into the next century with top-flight crew
quarters, a full complement of state-of-the-art scanning suites,
and a flexible cargo bay. In the Corsair, you don’t need to sacrifice
comfort for capability.
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Bridge-adjacent fore-cabin provides the captain with comfort
and the ability to jump into action with a moment’s notice.
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With Drake’s now-legendary perpendicular cockpit
configuration, both you and your co-pilot enjoy
unfettered visibility and maximum synergy. The
patented articulated arm offers incredible easeof- access, so you’re always ready to jump into the
action when the need arises.
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>> DORSAL
BASIC STATS

WEAPONS

LENGTH

55m

WIDTH

56m (flight) 27m (landed)

4x S5 (S4 gimbal weapon) front

HEIGHT

31m (landed) 11m (without wings) TURRETS

2x turrets with S2 guns (side coverage)

MASS

TBC

1x remote turret with S2 guns (rear coverage)

FLIGHT SPEED

TBC

SEATS (STATIONS )

4

CARGO CAPACITY

72 SCU

PROPULSION

MISSILES

4x S4 Missile Rack (right wing)
•2x S3 on each

COUNTERMEASURES

Chaff/Flare

HULL
1x Medium

ARMOR

1x Medium

QUANTUM DRIVE

1x Medium

LIFE SUPPORT

1x Medium

THRUSTERS

2x Name TBC (Main)

FUEL TANKS

2x Medium

12x Fixed mav TBC

QUANTUM FUEL TANK

2x Medium

>> STARBOARD

>> STERN

2x S4 (S3 gimbal weapon) wing (left side)

JUMP DRIVE

POWER PLANT
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HARD POINTS

>> LATERAL

2x Medium

>> PORT

>> BOW

The models featured in this publication are approved for use in the UEE. Some items of equipment are available as extra-cost
options only. Specifications correct at date of publish. For information on standard and optional equipment, please consult
your local Dealer. Specifications, features and appearance are subject to revision during development.
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